
V INTERNACIONAL FESTIVAL OF ACCORDION

"MEH FEST"

from 8 - 11th of April, 2017. 
takes place in "Guarnerius" hall Belgrade
Džordža Vašingtona 12 street, Belgrade

PROPOSITIONS:

program of free choice Competition is conducted under the rules
 and propositions that can be viewed

JUNIOR SOLO - (1999. and younger) - up to 12 min. and downloaded from: www.mehfest.com
SENIOR SOLO - (1998. and older) - up to 18 min.
ENSEMBLES - (no limit in age) - up to 15 min. Competition is public.  Program runs by memory

Soloists and ensembles organize themselves The organizer reserves the right to record, 
without any restrictions in performance publishing and further distributing.

in terms of the number and composition style
The competition is organized by age.

It is permitted to perform: own music, The order of appearance is in alphabetical order.
classical and film music, world music

etno style, jazz, and all other... The contestants are assessed by the jury
of the professors from Serbia and abroad.

Soloists program running on any type of The secretary don't have the right to evaluate.
accordion: piano, button, diatonic,

electrical etc. Contestants compete for the placement
 of the first to third place, and other

Ensembles in its composition must have  competitors receive praise for participation
minimum one accordion (any type)

a number of members is limited to 9 PAYMENT FEE amount is 30€

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS IS LIMITED ORGANIZER RESERVES THE RIGHT
TO THE MAXIMUM TO TAKE SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS

FORTY COMPETITORS AND ENSEMBLE BY DELIVERED PROGRAM IN SIGN FORM!

Signing participation takes place no later In case of cancellation of participation,
than 20th of March 2017. on a special form amount of registration fee will not be refunded

Competitors pay for their own travel and accomm.
with the application, candidates are required costs and possible costs of engagement

to submit a photocopy of the passport other associates and their teachers.
proof of payment of registration fee The organizer determines the amount of the fee

(Chamber groups pay only one registration fee) and in special cases it can be waived.

Web site: www.mehfest.com At the end of the competition 
E-mail: meh.fest.beograd@gmail.com will be organised the final concert
Organisator of competition - Miloš Živić During the festival held concerts and other

contact: 064/340-58-58 ,  milos.zivic@gmail.com educational and interesting activities.



V INTERNACIONAL FESTIVAL OF ACCORDION

"MEH FEST"

from 8 - 11th of April, 2017. 
takes place in "Guarnerius" hall Belgrade
Džordža Vašingtona 12 street, Belgrade

PROPOSITIONS:

Minimum two compositions of free choice Competition is conducted under the rules
PRECAT. - (2008. and younger) - up to 3 min.  and propositions that can be viewed
I CAT. - (2007. and younger) - up to 5 min. and downloaded from: www.mehfest.com
II CAT. - (2006. and younger) - up to 5 min.

Competitive disciplines are: accordion solo,
Minimum two compos. of different character, chamber music - Chamber ensemble,

one has to be originally written for the accordion   must have a minimum of one accordion,
III CAT. - (2005. and younger) - up to 5 min. a number of members is limited to 9
IV CAT. - (2004. and younger) - up to 8 min.
V CAT. - (2003. and younger) - up to 8 min. The competition is public.  Program runs by
VI CAT. - (2002. and younger) - up to 8 min. memory, which is not required in the

 discipline Chamber music.
A composition written before 1800, at least one
originally written for the accordion, free choice The organizer reserves the right to record, 

VII CAT. - (2001. and younger) - up to 12 min. publishing and further distributing.
VIII CAT. - (2000. and younger) - up to 12 min.
IX CAT. - (1999. and younger) - up to 18 min. The competition is organized by age.
X CAT. - (1998. and younger) - up to 18 min. The order of appearance is in alphabetical order.
XI CAT. - (1997. and older) - up to 20 min.

The contestants are assessed by the jury
Two compositions of different character. of the professors from Serbia and abroad.

XII CATEGORY - up to 10 min. The secretary don't have the right to evaluate.
(Chamber ensemble - 2002. and younger) 
XIII CATEGORY - up to 15 min. Each category can be assigned
(Chamber ensemble - 1998. and younger) unlimited number of awards.
XIV CATEGORY - up to 20 min. and the jury may declare laureate
(Chamber ensemble - 1997. and older) separately and for competition in general.

Signing participation takes place no later PARTICIPATION FEE is 25€
than 20th of March 2017. on a special form In case of cancellation of participation,

amount of registration fee will not be refunded
with the application, candidates are required Competitors pay for their own travel and accomm.

to submit a photocopy of the passport costs and possible costs of engagement
proof of payment of registration fee other associates and their teachers.

(Chamber groups pay only one registration fee) The organizer determines the amount of the fee
and in special cases it can be waived.

Web site: www.mehfest.com At the end of the competition 
E-mail: meh.fest.beograd@gmail.com will be organised the final concert
Organisator of competition - Miloš Živić During the festival held concerts and other

contact: 064/340-58-58 ,  milos.zivic@gmail.com educational and interesting activities.


